
REVISED LEADERBOARD FOR 2 MAN-BB NET DIVISION 

2 Man BB Net Flight Winners: 

As you know, the MCPLA 2-Man Best Ball was our inaugural tournament using the new Blue Golf TM 
software to score our events and post scores directly to the WSGA handicap system.   We learned 
afterwards post-event that approximately half the field had their scores posted as being played from 
the blue tees rather than the white tees.  That was corrected by a mass edit, but as it turns out, that 
mass edit also corrected the handicap strokes each team's participants received for the event and 
thus, slightly altered the Net event results, causing a shuffle amongst the leaderboard.  The 
corrected scores are posted on the MCPLA Tournament BlueGolf website, which is available 
at: https://bgtma.bluegolf.com/bluegolfw/bgtmamcpla22/event/bgtmamcpla221/contest/10/leaderbo
ard.htm 

Accordingly, we have concluded that this “administrative error” should be corrected for the Net 
division and the  correct results adopted by the MCPLA and winnings adjusted accordingly on the gift 
cards you already received in the mail.  The correct top of the leaderboard is as follows: 

Net Flight: 

1st           Brian Pederson/Scott Brandt       62*  $180 + trophy by tie breaker (+$40) 

1st           Tim Bartz/Charlies Hansen           62*  $180 (+$100) 

3rd          Luke Whitlow/Ward Koenig         63      $80 (-$120) 

3rd          John Quinlan/Jim Dobrzynski       63      $80 (-$60) 

3rd          Bryan Olen/Jeff Kapp                     63      $80 (+$50) 

6th          Greg Herker/Matt Uy                    64      $20 (-$10) 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
__________________ 

*Tiebreaker:  To decide who gets the trophy, we used the USGA tie-breaking rules for non-playoff 
formats, going first to the back nine, then last six, then last three, and then final hole.  The 
Pederson/Brandt team tied all the way down the line with the Bartz/Hansen team (both were -3/-2/-
1/E).   We then went to the number one handicap hole, the 7th hole par 5, to determine the winner, 
and Pederson/Brandt had a net 3 to the Bartz/Hansen 4.   

_____________________________________________________________________________________
__________________ 

On a final note, we apologize for any confusion this may have caused, but we know that you as 
participants and us as sponsors of the event are most concerned about preserving the integrity of the 
event and ensuring that we get the results right and correct.    

Sincerely,  

Bob Freuck, Tournament Director 

Rich Saks, Prez 
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